LxWxH

3.250 x 1.500 x 3100 mm

Weight

1.800 Kg

Airflow

6.300 m3 /h

Airflow on impulsion screen

1,26 m/s

Average speed in working area

0,3-0,6 m/s

Pigments retention capacity

80÷97 %

Movement average speed

0,25 m/s

Lighting intensity

1.020 lux

Power

8 kW

Voltage

380V/50 Hz

Sound level

77±3 dB (A)

LxWxH

2.400 x 1.210 x 2.400 mm

Elevation capacity

2.500 mm

Rising average time

30 s

Max. elevation load

150 kg

Max. quantity of workers

1

1st. Stage

ANDREA Folded Cardboard

2nd. Stage

Paint-Stop

3rd. Stage

Synthetic

4th. Stage

Active coal

Camera + rear-viewing screen | Inclinometer | Pneumatic pedal
validation | Anti-shock car parking system backward movement |
Deadman device.

Painting or sanding a whole train, bus

or large machine without having to install expensive and large industrial spray
booths is now possible with the new

sky TROTTER.

The sky TROTTER is the perfect solution for maintenance depots since
it allows to perform small repairs with
minimal operational costs.
We offer two different models:

STD 12.5P: For painting operations
STD 12.5S: For sanding operations

how?

The sky TROTTER is a mobile spray booth that works besides large vehicles. It can reach every spot of the vehicle with minimal effort and perform
sanding or painting jobs within minutes (depending on the model).

1) enter de cabin

2) move to the sides

3) move up or down

4) approach

why?

It is a way cheaper solution than a large scale spray booth and it offers
even better quality results. It is also a time saving machine since it eliminates the need to move the vehicles towards the booth.

Energy efficient

Time saving
No need to move the vehicle to the spray
booth anymore... The mobile spray booth
goes to the vehicle.

The power you use is only the power
you need to perform the job. Repairing
small parts of a large vehicle has never
been cheaper.

Mobility
Reach every spot of the vehicle with no
effort. Move up to 30 meters to the sides
and up to 4,5 meters in height. The sky
TROTTER is fully operated from the control panel inside the booth.

Profitability
Increase your incomings by spending
less money in energy and logistics while
reducing time cycles.

Main features:
ŠŠ Can perform painting or sanding jobs on large vehicles (depending on the model)
ŠŠ Reaches 4,5 meters in height when fully deployed and can move up to 30 meters away
from the power socket.

ŠŠ 3 Stages filtration system with carboard filters, Paint-Stop and Activated carbon
ŠŠ Fully operated from inside the boot with a user friendly control panel

Clients who trust sky TROTTER:

Compliance certificates:

